Pt Wells Conference call 4/23/15

Gretchen, Rich, Gary

Discussion of Transpo assumptions timing:
April 30 meeting w/ Snoco then
Consultants in May

Gary: Some assumptions reviewed by city/shoreline
but many city staff have or will soon retire

Gretchen & Gary will have call w/ EcNW re: Fiscal assumptions

Gretchen: Erik from EcNW may be able to
talk on Monday or Tuesday; key variables
are alternatives, build out date, phasing,
Sales price, retail sales

Gary will forward list that shoreline wants for fiscal

Coordination on fiscal will be between Gary, Gretchen & EcNW

Gretchen: Visual analysis simulations are
done (4 sites) write-up underway

Gretchen: Sewer+water letters in hand from Olympic
Gary: Working on letter from Ronald

Gretchen: Greatex drilling has occurred
Gary: Greatex is preparing report (soil problems)
Gary: DEPA second access analysis will prepare an
outline of approach, sub ready shortly
Gretchen, Hart-Crower, DEPA to coordinate
on road access options

Gretchen

Access outline when?

Rich: Some invoices are still outstanding

Gretchen: on vacation May 18-23rd

Me: Need to reschedule May 7 call
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